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More than 700 stLldents
set to graduate Dec. 20
Missy Mata
Reporter
More than 700 students are expected to graduate when the university holds commencement exercises Dec. 20 at the Fieldhouse at 2
p.m. for the Division of Health
Related Professions and the College
of Arts and Sciences, and at 6 p.m.
for the School of Business and the
School of Education.
Prospective graduates are asked
to appear an hour before before the

designated ceremonies are to begin. A presidential reception will
also be held in honor of the graduates after each ceremony in the
courtyard behind the field.house.
Dr. John Aragon will be the special guest speaker for each ceremony.
Aragon, a native of Albuquerque,
N.M., was a former public school
teacher for six years at Espanola
and Los Alamos, N.M. He was also
a former education and sociology
professor at New Mexico Highlands
University at Las Vegas, for 14 years

and president of NMHU for 11 years
until his retirement in 1986. He has
been working as an education consultant traveling abroad for the past
six years.
"I am· a product of the public
school system," Aragon said, in a
phone interview from his home in
New Mexico. "That's why I plan to
talk to the graduates of how valuable a higher education is at the
state level universities."
Students needing information on
caps and gowns should contact the
University Bookstore at 381 -2251.

Tuition,and fees for
Spring '93 due Dec. 11
Jaime D. Garza
Staff

Students who have pre-registered
for spring classes need to pay their
dues by Dec. 11 or their courses will
be dropped.
Students who have insufficient
funds to pay for their classes have
until Dec. 15 to apply for an emergency loan. The Ioanmay be made
for the equal of the maximum
amount required for payment of
tuition and fees.

Those who have pre-registered
during early registration should submit their forms by Dec. 10 so it may
be processed before payment deadline. Emergency loans will not be
processed during registration or
during the drop/add period.
For more information, contact the
Payments and Collections Office,
SS 115, or call 381-2715.

with the Office of Admissions and
Records (SS 108) for students seeking Associates, Baccalaureate, or
Master's degrees.
Applications submitted after the
deadline will be automatically processed for the following semester.
Financial aid administrators recommend that students interested in
financial aid for summer 1993 who
have not applied should do so by
DeaJ1line to apply for August Dec. 1.4
graduation is Jan. 18, 1993, the first
day of spring classes. An "ApplicaFor more information, call the
tion for Degree" form must be filed Office of Financial aid at 381-2502.

· The Pan American/Laura K. Kertesz

Orlando Corral, din burg junior, and Juan Leal, McAllen freshman, perform 'Los
Viejitos' (The Old Men) from the state of Michoacan. The folkloric dancers
perform Dec. 7 , 19 and 20. See related story on page 4.

Lower division classes may be affected

Survey to gauge interest for afternoon classes
Trinidad Gonzales

I want the university to start offering freshmen and
sophomore classes in the afternoon to alleviate the
parking problem.
Martin Torres

Managing Editor

SGA recently proposed to change sections of freshmen and sophomore classes
from a morning to afternoon schedule to
alleviate parking problems. A survey of the
proposed changes will be conducted today at the CAS and will continue through
Tuesday at different campus locations.
"I want the university to start offering
freshmen and sophomore classes in the
afternoon to alleviate the parking problem," Martin Torres, SGA president, said.
The proposed plan will affect English
1301, 1302 and the first and second parts of
history and political science classes.
These classes would be offered between
1-5 p.m. and, as an incentive, students
wishing to register for these classes would
. be able to register early.
Torres plans to prese nt the proposal at
the Dean's Council meeting set for Dec. 9.
"I think we should really l~ok at this very
seriously," Dr. Rudolph Gomez, vice president of academic affairs, said. "And I plan

-

SGA president
to a.sk the deans at the Dean's Council to
look at it next week."
Gomez continued, "It seems it would
spread the class loads over the day, and it
would help the students with parking."
He suggested it first be done as a pilot
project to see the effects of the proposal.
Torres said some students indicated that
"if they (students) take their classes in the
afternoon, they would like to take all their
classes in the afternoon."
The chairs of four departments all agreed
there would be no problem with scheduling some of their classes to the afternoon.
"We would be glad to alleviate the parking problem if we can by having afternoon
classes," Dr. Joseph Chance, mathematics
and computer science chairman, said.
Dr. Lee Hamilton, English chair, agreed
with Chance but had some reservations.

"It's been my experience that students
don't want classes in the afternoon,"
Hamilton said.
"We will still be offe-ring the same number of classes," Hamilton continued, but
"we have no problem offering them in the
afternoon."
In contrast, political science classes are
offered throughout the day.
"It (the proposal) will not affect us," Dr.
Jose Hinojosa, political science chairman,
said. "We have been working under these
conditions for the past three years."
Dr. Hubert Miller, chairman of the history
and philosophy department, agreed with
Chance and Hamilton saying that the depanment has begun to move some of their
classes. He also believes the proposal was
long overdue.
"We have already moved some of our

classes to the afternoon," Miller said.
When Miller was at St Mary's University
in San Antonio, a survey was conducted of
the local businesses by the university on
how· they felt about students attending
afternoon classes.
"The businesses presumed that the only
time they could hire students was in the
afternoon," he said.
"The response was that they were glad
about the change," Miller said, "becausethis meant that they could hire students to
work in the mornings."
Miller went on to suggest that a similar
survey be taken of local businesses.
However, Miller foresaw one possible
problem with the proposal is scheduling
times for carpooling.
Chance also said there has been very low
enrollment in afternoon classes in the math
and computer science departments.
A registration task force was assembled
this semester to look into issues c-0ncerning
the registration process at the request of
UTPA President Miguel Nevarez and Gomez.
The proposal may come up tomorrow, Dr.
David Sturges, chair of the registration task

Exam Period
Time

Meedng

7:45 a.m.
9:45 a.m.
5:00 p.m.

8:30 a.m.

-

7:45 a.m.
9:45 a.m.
12:45 p.m . .•
2:45 p.m.
7:45 a.m.
9:45 a.m.

See Survey p. 11
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0

2:45 p.m.

4:30 p.m.

TR

(4:00 -5:15)

6

10:45 a.m.
1:00 p.m.

force, said.
"We are not prepared to speak on this
issue on an official capacity (at this time),•
Sturges said. "(We are) not sure what our
role is on this issue. It may be more of an
administration discussion."
Task force meetings are to be held at 2
p.m. on Friday in BS 214. The meetings are
open to the student body.
Input from three local employers and the
work-study program varied concerning
scheduling students work hours.
"If students' hours are compatible with
ours," Sylvia Zapata, front end manager at
Wal-Mart in Edinburg, said, "then we hire
them."
While store hours at Wal-Mart take priority, Kmart has a philosophy of working
with student schedules.
"We work around their school hours at
Kmart," Ruben Ybarra, store manager at
Kmart in Edinburg, said, "not only with
college students but also with high school
students as well."

Thursday, December 10
9:30 a.m.
•English 1301
11:30 a.m.
•English 1301
6:45 p.m.
All evening English
1301 classes
Friday, December 11
10:15 a.m.
Math 1300 classes
12:30 p.m.
Math 1334 classes
2:45 p.m.
All Math 1340 classes
Monday, December 14
(7:45 - 8:35)
9:30 a.m.
MWF
11 :30 a.m.
MWF
(11:45 -12:35)
(9:10 -10:25)
2:30 p.m.
TR
4:30 p.m.
TR
(2:35 -3:50)
Tuesday, December 15
(7:45 -9:00)
9:30 a.m.
TR
(8:45 -9:35)
11 :30 a.m.
MWF

7:45 a.m.
9:45 a.m.
12:45 p.m. 2:45 p.m.
7:45 a.m.
9:45 a.m.
12:45 p.m. -

91:1~.30~ea.::i.m
..esday,Decem~rl
MWF
2:30 p.m.
MWF
4:30 p.m.
MWF
Thursday, December 17
9:30 a.m.
MWF
11:30 a.m.
MWF
2:30 p.m.
TR

(10:35 - 11:50)
(2:45 - 3:35)
(10:45 - 11:35)
(3:45 - 4:35)
(9:45 - 10:35)
(1:45 - 2:35)
(1:10 - 2:25)

Saturday classes: Examinations will be given at regular class time on December
12.
Evening classes: Final examinations will be given at regular class time
beginning on Thursday, Dec. 10, 1992, and ending on Wednesday, Dec. 16,
1992. (Classes beginning after 5:00 p.m. are considered evening classes).

•specific English 1301 Day Schedule to be announced by instructor.
NOTE: Examinations should be given only at the time designated. If an
examination needs to be shifted from the scheduled time, prior approval by the
appropriate school dean is required. Examinations for double period classes
should be given at the time scheduled for the first hour the class meets.

to submit proposal
Aurelio M. Tamayo
Staff

Student Government Association
hopes to submit a proposal by late
January to the administration for
new benches on campus, according to James Lozano, sophomore
•
senator.
SGA and the Physical Plant are
coming up with bids on approximately 40 benches. The lowest bid
will be sent to the administration for
approval, according to Alben Ochoa,
supervisor of maintenance.
"We make an estimate on how
much it would cost for a project like

this one, in this case, benches and
trash cans,• Ochoa said. "We propose it and then the administration
comes up with the money," he
added.
The proposal has gained positive
support and no problems with the
administration are expected, Lozano
said.
If the proposal passes, it will be
sent back to the Physical Plant and
a schedule for the project will be set
up, Ochoa said.
The proposal calls for approximately two benches per building,
Lozano said. Lozano hopes that the
project will be completed by the
first summer session.

Know your greatest asset in this university game
hen I transferred here from
UT-Austin in 1990, l made
setting a degree plan my top
priority. After checking different options and weighing the pros and
cons, I finally decided to pursue a degree
in Communication (Print Media) with an
English minor plus a secondary teaching
certificate to boot.
As I stand here, at this point in my life,
looking back on four and a ha.If years of
university life, I can barely grasp the idea
of another two and a half years it would
take to earn that degree. Knowing that I
already had a job offer from the newspaper I interned with during this past summer, I began to doubt the prospect of ever
stepping into a classroom. In fact, in those

W

classes where we would discuss teaching
techniques and the like, I found that I
understood the concepts, but internally, I
never anticipated using them.
All semester, I walked around like a
turtle with the weight of the world on my
shoulders, feeling like an end to college
life was not even in my remote future. For
those that have worked in their field
earning "real world" dollars, you will
understand when I say that a taste of what
is really out there is enough to accelerate
those urgency glands in your body.
But like a runaway comet scaring the
world off the turtle's back, I was shown
another way.
I ran into an acquaintance from an
English class I took last semester. During

Glib Remarks
Gilbert D. Martinez
this chance meeting at the library, I found
out that we had similar degree plans and
that he was having a devil of a time getting
into the student teaching class required
for teacher certification. Knowing that he
had taken steps I would soon be following in, 1 inquired further.
Frustrated and at the end of his rope, he
told me about how he was now looking
into getting a degree in English instead
and going on with his life. Like me, he
really did not plan on teaching in the
future.

Intrigued by this uncanny solution, I
applied it to my own and found that I
could change my degree plan and scrap
the education stuff. The next day, I obtained a degree plan worksheet from the
English department and discovered that I
was indeed within reach of a bachelor's
degree - _rpuch sooner than under that
other plan. With a few magic words here
and a few twists and turns there, I moved
a possible graduation from December
1994 (blechy!) to August 1993! And you
would think that I would need a Herculean
effort next semester w ith 24 hours, but
instead, with just three more (count 'em,
three) advance English electives and I'll
have my major filled!
For someone who said long ago, "I'll get

all my paperwork in orde~ an~ e:ery~hing
will work out fine,• I find tt ironically
funny that all this last minut~ paper shuffling is still going to make things turn out
just fine.
bile I worked out my degree
plan with English professor
and academic__adviser, Dr.
Paul Mitchell, he told me
some words of wisdom which should be
required knowledge for every entering
freshman: know your catalog.
Truly and honestly, the catalog is the
university rule book, and the name of the
game is to get that degree and move on to
bigger and better things.
Blessed are the ones who know the
catalog.

W

Deadline passed, but
scholarships still out there
f final exams have you down and your budget's stretched tighter than a snare
drum, there may yet be hope for you - scholarships! _What? You say the
scholarship deadline passed Dec. 1 and now you don't know what to do?
Again, not to worry. Representatives at the financial aid office explained
that those students who filed their applications by the Tuesday deadline will be
given priority when it comes to awarding scholarships.
However, students can still submit applications to the office to be placed on a
stand-by basis. Of course, this does not insure that you will be considered for a
scholarship, but it is worth a try.
Also, financial aid officials are discouraging students from going to outside
services to locate scholarships and other financial assistance programs. In most
cases, they said, students are wasting money spent for these services because
enterprising students can find these sources on their own.
The financial aid office provides a list of 12 sources available at the Learning
Resource Center which help students learn about sources for financial aid scholarships, grants and other monies.
• "Directory of Financial Aid for Minorities 1991-93," "How to Find Out About
Financial Aid" and "Directory of Financial Aid for Women 1991-93," all by Gail
Schlacter;
• "Financial Aid for Higher Education• by Oreon Keesler and Judy Keesler
Santamaria;
• "Financial Aid for Minorities: Awards Open to Students with any Major";
• "Guide to Financial Aid for Students in Arts and Sciences for Graduate and
Professional Study" by Aysel Searles Jr. and Anne Sc,oU; . ,;,- , __ ..,
.. .i
• "How to Get Money For: Education. Fellows.{Hps an~olar~ltjps" by the
ffuman Resources Network;
• "Peterson's-Grants for Graduate Students";
• "Student Financial Help" by Louis T. Scaringi and Joyce W. Scaringi;
• "The Scholarship Book" by Daniel J. Cassidy, and
• "Your Own Financial Aid Factory" by Robert Leider.
Students can find these books at the reference desk in the library. Students
should be advised they are on their own when it comes to contacting the source.
In these tight economic times which just how valuable a college education can
be, shouldn't we all check into these sources to help pay for our degree? If you
don't, the persistent students will.

I

Correction
In the Nov. 19 issue, the story, 'Effort to bring benches ... ' stated that Student
Government Association had $23,000 for the project. Actually, the project will
be · proposed and the money will come from a university account used for
campus renovations. The Pan American regrets the error.
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Don't let the holidays stress you out
many Americans yearly, is called Distress.
t's that time of year again! Finals are
Distress
is responsible for 80 percent of all
approaching, the holidays are near,
Deborah
Sullivan
visits
to
.general
practitioners.
money is tight and on and on and
ADAP Direcfor
The bottom line is, we don't know how
on. Are you left f~eling at' tne end
to handle our stress and it's killing us. It
of your rope?Wantto pull your hair
out? If so, you're stressed out! You know centration span, and may feel as though doesn't have to be that way. The more one
the feeling - you can't concentrate, you their world is falling apart. It is at this understands stress, the better able one is
sleep too much or you can't sleep at all, point that one utters famous phrases such to deal with it inevitability. Stress is either
preventable or manageable. The answer
you're irritable, your shoulders ache, etc., as, "I need "a drink."
Alcohol and drugs are often used as · lies in deciding which it is. Making a flow
etc. But - what to do? The first thing to do
stress relievers. Unfortunately, they don't chart of all of the stressors in your life,
is to learn what stress really is.
Stress is the physiological reaction that relieve stress; they only add to the prob- labeling these as good or bad stress, and
your body has to stress ors. Stressors are all lem. If the body has reacted to stress with then identifying the bad stress as preventthose things that bombard us everyday ulcers or stomach problems, alcohol or able or manageable is a step in the right
and that leave us with all those headaches drugs only serves to make the problem direction.
f the stress is preventable, learn
and neck aches. There are actual changes worse.
stre_ss prevention techniques such
Alcohol and drugs disrupt sleep patthat occur in the body every time that a
as time management, start an exerstressor is confronted. The heart rate terns and when 'stressed out,' the body
cise program or change your diet. If
changes, digestion is altered, perception needs as much regulated sleep it can get.
the stress is not preventable, then
is different and the list goes on. Dr. Hans Alcohol and drugs interfere with the abilyou
can
learn stress management techSelye, an expert in the area of stress ity to concentrate and then, even less gets
niques.
Learn
relaxation techniques, start
research, has found that the body goes done, just at the time when it is r,nost
through a three stage adaptation process important to be able to. feel good about a new hobby, re-prioritize what has to be
done from what should be done. With life
what has gotten accomplished.
when faced with a stressor.
here is hope. There are positiv~ being as hectic as what it is these days,
The first stage is alarm. At this stage, the
ways that stress can be dealt understanding what stress is and what
body is first confronted with the stressor
with. Dr. Richard F. Gerson, an- effect it has on the body, has never been
and registers this assault throughout the
other researcher of the prob- more important. You can control those
system. If the stressor is not removed, the
lems associated with daily stress, feelings of burn out. Your are in charge of
body then proceeds to the next stage. The
second stage is resistance. Here the body says that we can DREAM our stress away. your life. If you are feeling at the end of
tries to resist the oncoming stress by either His remedy for dealing with stress is quite your rope, then now is the time to seek
fighting it or by running from it. This simple. His DREAM concept consists of help.
If you are interested in learning more
reaction is called the fight or flight reac- the following: Diet, Relaxation, Exercise,
about this topic, call the Alcohol and Drug
tion. If this is not successful, the body Attitude and Motivation.
It also helps to understand that not all Abuse Program at 381-3669. Don't reach
moves to the third and final stages.
This third stage, Dr. Selye calls exhaus- stress is bad stress. Good stress is called for a beer or a drink the next time stress
tion. Exhaustion occms when the body Eustress, which is the motivating stress hits, instead, take a deep breath and
has been dealing with stressors without that allows us to study for those exams, to DREAM!
relief. Often when this happens, the per- get up every morning to go to work and
Have a safe and happy holiday season.
son may become depressed, may get sick, to meet deadlines or obligations. The bad Merry Christmas from the Alcohol and
may lose their normal attention and con- stress, the stress that is literally killing Drug Abuse Program.
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'Tres Aguilas'
receives student's
appreciation

Letters Policy
The Pan American encourages and welcomes letters to the editor and guest columns.
They must be signed and include the writer's major, classification at UTPA and be type9.
An address and phone number should be included for verification. Letters should be no
more than 11 /2 pages, double spaced and typed. Guest columns should be no more than
three pages, double spaced and typed. Those that are too long will not run. Letters and
guest columns can be edited for style, length, libel, grammar and punctuation, but writer's
meaning or opinion will not be changed. Letters can be brought to Emilia Schunior
Ramirez Hall, Room 100 or mailed to The Pan American at 1201 University Drive, ESRH
100, Edinburg, TX 78539.

I am writing this letter to express my
appreciation for Dr. Sylvia Dominguez'
production of "Tres Aguilas de la
Revolucion Mexicana" on Thursday, Nov.
19. More than congratulations or kudos
should go to her work on such a fine piece
of dramatic work.
I must express the two main factors of
the play that captured my undivided attention during the performance of the
play: 1) The portrayal of Emiliano Zapata,
Pancho Villa and Francisco Madero represented in the play, and 2) the play being
done completely in Spanish. The script
and the actor that touched on these three
incredible men that are part of my history/
heritage and the play being in Spanish

were fascinating to me because I am a
native of Michigan. In the area of Michigan that I am from, we (the Hispanic
community) do not learn too many things
about Mexican-American history and few
of us speak or comprehend Spanish. Because I do not speak or comprehend
Spanish, I thought the play would have
been better in English, but while my
"translator" Eddie Gonzalez was sitting
next to me and telling me what was being
said, and how moved I was by this play,
only then did I realize that the message
that was expressed in the play and the
men's speeches would have lost some of
its meaning and the power it had to move
the audience to respond.
Again, I would like to close this letter by
expressing my greatly appreciated thanks
to Dr. Dominguez and Mr. Palacios, the
actor. You should be extremely proud of
both of yourselves.
P.S. Would you think of trying to have

this play performed in the University
Theatre in the near future?
jViva La Bandera de Verde, Blanco y
Rojo!

Gtl Guevara Jr.
Communtcattons/I'beatre senior

Trip to Mexico
offers alternative
for holiday break
I would like for all students, faculty and
s_taff t~ as_k themselves the following question: Will I be bored during the break
until cla~ses start next year?" If your
answ~r ts yes because you don't have
anythmg planned, then give me a phone
call at 618-4 539. I am a senior here at UT
Pan Am, and I am looking for at least 10
people to travel with me as group into

See Letters pg. 3
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Studellt engineers place third in olympiad
Lydia Puente
Reporter
A third place showing at an academic olympiad last week for a
team of UTPA engineering students proved to be surprising and
promising, the participants said.
The olympiad was a regional
competition organized by the Society of Hispanic Professional Engineers (SHPE). UTPA competed
against schools from Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi, Florida and Louisiana.
The five competitors Simon Mata,
Rick Cavazos, Thomas Medrano
and alternates Donald Nega and
Rafael Montelongo were encour-

aged by their showing.
"We went to Austin to represent
Pan Am," Montelongo said, "but
we came out with a pretty good
showing, we were not expecting
that."
Some questions in the event were
based on the Engineering In Training Exam, which engineering students must take to become professional engineers.
Some of the team members said
the test gives valuable knowledge
as to what to expect when they
take the EIT exam after graduating.
Geography, history, chemistry
and current events were included
in the competition.
"The competition was easier than
I thought it would be," Cavazos

said, "The competition was not
hard because some of the material
has already been covered in my
classes."
The team's performance demonstrates the quality of the engineering program at UTPA, especially since the program is just
getting started, Fabian Morales,
president of the local chapter of
SHPE, said.
"It's heartening because ·they
were competing against more established schools," Dr. Edwin
LeMaster, interim chair of the engineering program, said.
Despite the program's infancy,
Montelongo said he sees some
advantages to the program.
"The engineering scholarship

helps a lot, along with the low
student-teacher ratio," he said.
Many of the upper-level engineering course are small which
provides students with closer interaction with their professors,
Montelongo said.
The fact that the university has
an engineering program is encouraging to interested students in the
Valley, Cavazos said.
"Engineering students who can't
go to another university due to
financial reasons or otherwise, can
come here to UTPA," he said.
"A student does not have to
transfer some place else, because
the quality of education at UTPA is
comparable to that of other universities."

Letters

continued from pg. 2
Mexico for fun and adventure. The goal of the trip is to explore several
archaeological sites such as El Tajin, Palenque, Uxmal, Chichen Itza,
Tulum, and Monte Alban. These are very exciting and grand places to
see.
We will share expenses and I will be the tour guide. All you have
to do is give me a call and I will arrange everything. The trip will be
two weeks long and we will return before registration for spring classes
occurs.
You should not miss this trip. If you ever wanted to pretend to be
like Indiana Jones, then this is the trip to go on. We will be exploring
The Great Cities Of The Maya and the Olmecs who were the founders
of the Pre-Columbian civilizations of Mexico. For example, we will be
at Palenque in the rain forest of southern Mexico where you will get to
explore the Temple of the Inscriptions and the Tomb of Pakal the Mayan
King.
You will get to gaze out of the viewports of El Caracol, the world's
oldest observatory built by the Mayans of Chichen-Itza more than 2000
years ago. You will experience the breathtaking view from the top of
the Pyramid of the Magician and the splendor of the Palace of the
Governor.
You will also see El Castillo, a pyramid that is the world's largest sun
dial, and an actual Mayan ball court where a type of basketball game was
played where the losers were sacrificed. If you are interested in
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pyramids, you will see a plethora of them on this trip. They will be in
all sizes and shapes: triangular, rectangular, square, elliptical, oval and
layered.
We will also be visiting several modern cities in Mexico such as
Veracruz, Villa Hermoso, Campeche, San Cristobal De Las Casas,
Merida, Oaxaca, Puebla and Cancun. So you will have plenty of places
to go shopping and plenty of cities to go out in. You will be able to get
a tan on the Caribbean beach of Playa Del Carmen and on the Pacific
Ocean at Salina Cruz. We might even go para-sailing, wind surfing, or
boating. You will be able to party and dance until you drop, if you wish.
All you have to do is give me a call.
As for the costs of the trip, it depends on the size of the group. For
-example, if ten people go on this trip it would cost each person about
$400 for hotel rooms and transportation. If more people go on the trip,
the costs will be less. After the basic costs of hotels and transportation,
each person would also pay for personal expenses such as meals,
'
shopping, etc.
If you want to go on an adventure that will be the trip of a lifetime that
you will never forget, then give me a call. Everyone will be welcome on
this trip.

December
3

Holy Eucharist sponsored by Episcopal Students
Association, noon, campus chapel.
•
Mass, noon in the campus chapel.
•
Political Science Association meeting, activity
period, LA 107.
• . IJberal arts majors meet their senators, activity
period, LA 101.
5 Bilingual Education Student Organization
(BESO), 9 a.m., Shoney's Restaurant, McAllen.
11 Last day to pay for Spring 1993 early (telephone)
registered courses.
20 · Graduation at the Fieldhouse: College of Arts &
Sciences and Division of Health Related Professions 2
p.m.; and School of Business and School of Education' 6
'
p.m.

January
12 Schedule changes, 9 a.m. to 3 p.m., by appointment for students who have early registered and paid.
•
Night registration for graduate and undergraduate students, by appointment.
13 Registration by appointment.

15

Last day to receive 100 percent refund for
withdrawing for the Spring semester.
18 Spring classes begin
•
Schedule changes and late registration, 8: 15
a.m. to S p .m. and 6 to 7:30 p.m.
•
Deadline for filing an application for August
graduation with the Office of Admissions and Records.
21 Last day for schedule changes and late registration.
Deadline for Bulletin Board is 5 p.m. Tuesdays.

Fabian Dominguez

Accounting senior

#1¥, INS1AUATIOIIS ~ Genesis Hair
#fs3- IBIMl1ED ~ 921Fashion
South Closner, Suite E
·

Specializing in Sales and Installation
of Car Stereos and Car Alarms

Starter. Disable

$29.95 .

Remote Alarm starting at

$89.95

522 N. Closner •Edinburg• (512) 381-6954

Edinburg, Texas 78539
(512) 391.:8840
Open Monday thru Saturday

8:30 a.m. - 7 p.m.

Sunday by appointment only,

Easy to use• Guaranteed
For ........all,,,,,, soft contact lenses
·Complete
2Month
Supply Kit
for only

$24
ONE HOUR SERVICE!

BEARDSLEY OPTICAL

Contents:

• OPTI-FREEe Rinsing, Disinfecting and Storage
Solution - 2 bottles, 12 fl. oz. (355 mL) each
• OPTI-FREEe Daily Cleaner - 2/5 fl. oz. (12 m.L)
• OPTI-FREEe Enzymatic Cleaner -18 tablets and vials
• OPTI-FREEe Rewetting Drops - 1/3 fl. oz. (10 m.L)
• Alcon Lens Case
• Wearer Instructions

DR. BEARDSLEY

==•~Iii-

DRS.BEARDSLEY

700 S. 10th • McAllen • Acrosa from Pep Boys

317 S. Broachnr • Downtown McAn..

682-3126

686-7435

Reporter
"Shakespeare Lives!," a unique
look at the work of one of the most
popular literary figures of
all time, will
be presented
at 8 p.m.
Dec. 10 and
11 in the Studio Theatre,
.
located in
the CAS building next to the University Theatre.
A
onem an
p 1a y
written and
performed
by Dr.Doug
Cummins, associate director of the
University Theatre, shows the audience his own interpretation of
Shakespeare.
This current presentation of
"Shakespeare Lives!" is the second
time Cummins has performed the
play on the campus.
"I was asked by several students
and faculty members to present the
play again," Cummins said .
"Whereas some faculty will publish
an article or write a book, we

THEATRE

•

Earless Van Goghs lose more than ears, organize art sales
Omar I. Rodriguez
Arts & Entertainment Editor
Two art sales begin this week in
the CAS Gallery and at NationsBank
across from the campus on Hwy
107, although the club organizing
the shows, the Association of Contemporary Artists, has been placed
on probation until Dec. 31.
Administration placed the organization on probation because it
failed to send a club representative
to· a mandatory alcohol awareness

workshop, Deborah Kai Beresky,
former ACA vice-president and business administration major, said.
"What's ironic is that the club has
three members who are recovering
alcoholics," she said.
According to ·Beresky, the club
has nothing to hide. "We're living
·proof of what drugs and alcohol
does to your brain," she said, citing
the main reason for the club's formation was for support among its
members not only with art but with
personal problems as well.

Fafemt', 'BOJWelt Skop
Joe • Bobby • Omar
Roffler Hairstyling

Beresky saw no problems reinstating their charter next semester.
A "preview art show" started
Wednesday and will last until Jan. S
at NationsBank. The preview, consisting of a small number of ceramics, sculpture and jewelry will act as
an attention-getter to get the public
interested in UTPA art, Beresky said.
Downgraded to an art student
commitee, ACA will still accept
pieces of work for the Art Faculty
and Student Sale in the CAS Gallery,
which will be open during regular

~

~\~

hours until Dec. 18, if able to.
According to Edward E. Nichols,
drawing and watercolor professor,
students and faculty may contact
Daniel Padilla, leader of the art
student comittee, for instructions
on how to exhibit work in the CAS.
The original deadline was set for
Tuesday with the committee setting
up the exhibit and opening it by
today.
"All the artwork is for sale and
would make nice gifts for Christmas," Beresky said.

?7&n~~~

501 E. Cano• Edinburg• 383-9012
Call for appointment• Walk-ins Welcome

~

Theatre
in that
the material presented is
versial, something
that might invite a limited audience.
Seating for the play is by gener_al
admission, and reservations will not
be accepted.
Prices for tickets are $2 for the
general public and $1 for students
with validated IDs and for season
subscribers.
Contact the University Theatre
Box Office at 381-3581 for more
information.

318-1656

1414 W. University
Edmu111, T.... 18539 \

Attention Staff and Faculty

Beaut~ul Dresses, Pant SUlts, 2 pc. SUlts, Splits, City Shorts,
Career, Casual and Special Occa;5lons

~o!f;
~~,. \~

Shop In the convenience of my home and avoid the traffic and crowds.

We 41ft ~ .u. R~ ~uducb.

form."
"The play has evolved since its
first showing several years ago,"
Cummins said. Previously he used
a soundtrack to provide the music
for the play.• Now all of the music
will be performed a cappella but
Cummins emphasized that the basic material and scenes will be the
same.
The play is a part of the Studio
Series program of the University
Theatre. According to Cummins,
the Studio Series is different from
t h e

Let me add you to my list of Preferred Customers
and Iwill personally shop for you!
Jrs. 3/4 to 11/12 • Misses 4 to 14 • Petites available
1306 S. 16th• Edinburg• Call Mary- 38~-0344 Evenings & Weekends

>'-

Multicolor Printing
Athletic Si,ortswear
T-Shlrts - Caps - Jackets

'Robert Be4ttJe
Mors,4n Beu1ttie

Solutions from your Apple Campus Reseller:
The Apple Computer Loan.

"I expected to pay a lot more than

$35 a month for a new Macintosh Ilsi
Jennifer Minaya

and a printer."

Nursing Major

Jennifer obtained an Apple Computer Loan* that al!owed her to
buy her Apple®Macintosh®Hsi and an Apple Personal LaserWriter® LS
printer. She knew that owning a powerful Macintosh computer for
her full course load and her work as a doctor's assistant was a smart
thing to do. And the Apple Computer Loan was the sn1art way to do
it: easy application, fast turnaround and low, flexible payment terms.
So Jennifer went to the only place that offers the Apple Computer
Loan, her Apple Campus Reseller.

Macintosh. It's more than a present, it's a future.
For further information visit

Technology Resources
at LRC-116

© 1992 Apple Computer. Inc..\pple. the Apple logo. >lacintosh, and l.a.m\l'nter are regtstered trademarks of Apple Computer Inc.
•Ba.,ed on Jennifer >linai·a·s Apple Computer Loan of s3.0--. -6. her monthly pannent n-as s3; (interest onh·) as of 10/71')2. Principal pal'mencs mav
based on the a1·erage of the higher of the 30-dar or 90-da, commercial paper _rates~ reported m the U?a/1 StreetJournal, plus a spread of; "% ·( be deferred up to• l'eaf\ The mtrn:,t rJtc" iJri.lhlc ,nd ,,
3
pre-parmenr penaltr. The total finance ch;1rge on e1e11 I 1.000 borrowed 11111 be S),3.38. Each apphcanr P"'~ a S35.00 non-refundable a · _) not to exceed) 6'1,). The term of the ln:m "~ "' 11 t ~
origination fee. The loan origination rce will be added to the requested loan amount and repaid 01er the hfe of the loan. For the monft~~~~-Ap~rol'ed borrowe" w,11 Ix: th:tti("l;t 1 ,xio
199-,1heinrere,1r.1te\\a.,-f \\Uh.tn ~P~of~8,
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University Theatre arranges
King sculpts an experimental heroine in 'Dolores Claiborne' late auditions for 'Interludes'
Alvaro Rodriguez
on Monday
New book dips into psychological horror

Copy Editor

'Dolores Claiborne'
Stephen King
Vilcing Press
$23.50 (hardcover)
Though he's often lumped in
with a host of horror writers,
Stephen King is, at his deepest
essence, a
writer ofexperimental
fiction. The
same hand
that penned
"Carrie"
·wrought
"The Stand" and, later, "The
Tommyknockers," "The Eyes of
the Dragon" and more recently
"Gerald's Game," now offers
"Dolores Claiborne," a short, 300pa ge companion piece to
"Gerald's Game" in both theme
and subject mauer.
"The Stand" found King diddling
on an epic scale; and the reader

PAGES

felt a weird sense of accomplishment after swallowing the 1000plus pages of the uncut version.
In "The Tommyknockers," King
explored UFOs and strange green
vibes; in "The Eyes of the Dragon,"
King burrowed into a fantasy world
of kings and sorcerers and dragons;
in "The _Qark Tower," King's largest-scale work-in-progress, King
charted out a monstrous journey
across the most scattered terrain
he'd ever set foot on. With "Dolores
Claiborne," King goes even further
than that, concentrating all his energies and funnelling them through
the voice of his protagonist/narrator, Dolores Claiborne.
"Dolores Claiborne" figures as a
companion piece to "Gerald's
Game" in that both novels incorporate the concept of a woman fighting back against male abuse and, in
both novels, King uses a total eclipse
of the sun as a plot device. (It is in
the true King fan's best interest to
have read "Gerald's Game" before
troubling with "Dolores".)
Like a good James M. Cain book,

to which this novel has some easily
recognizable ties, "Dolores
Claiborne" is told entirely in the first
person. The title character is a fiesty
sexagenarian housekeeper who,
when accused of murder, gives the
police her two-cents worth about
the case and then some.
The eclipse in the novel occurred
a good 20 years before the present
goings-on, and Dolores recounts
the strange events of that day. It is
here that Kiog make~ the most obvious connections to "Geraid's
Game."
As a character, Dolores is one of
King's most well-drawn and memorable. She is tough as nails and
smart to boot, crafty and sure-footed.
She is willing to do anything to
protect her children and she's not
above a little scatological humor.
The novel is never truly terrifying,
and avoids any kind of supernatural
horror. Instead, it's more of a character study, a psychological profile
of the deterioration of a marriage
and a housekeeper-employer relationship and the ramifications that

come with understanding. In that
sense, "Dolores Claiborne" is an
interesting experiment for King.
It must also be said that "Dolores
Claiborne" is energetically fast on
its feet, and the reader never lags
behind waiting for something to
happen. Because Dolores is such
an endearing character, the reader
hangs onto her words like a tether
above a deep well. Her wisdom
conveys a tried-and-true method
of perserverance, and her triumph
is satisfying.
As a companion piece, the action of"Gerald's Game" took place
mostly within the female
protagonist's mind; in "Dolores
Claiborne" the action comes from
the protagonist's mouth. King recognizes the force of the female
narrator, and uses it to great advantage.
While "Gerald's Game" easily
tops "Dolores Claiborne" on pure
chills and terror, the latter succeeds on the basis of its strong
characterization.

Late auditions for "Interludes" will
be held on Monday for those who
could not atTHEA TRE tendauditions
Wednesday.
Those interested in auditioning must
contact the
University
'Jheatre at 381-3581.
"Interludes," a 17th century Spanish comedy/farce written by Miguel
de Cervantes, is the third play of the
fall season. The play will be performed in English using a new translation by Randall Listerman.
Performance dates are March 1-7.
The play will be performed at an
international play festival at the
Chamizal National Theatre, over the
UTPA Spring Break (March 16-18).
The cast and crew will fly to El Paso,
carrying the set and all costumes
and props.
The theater has received two
grants for this production from the
Association for Hispanic Classical
Theatre and the Texas Commission

l■I

AMERICAN BUMANICS STUDENT ASSOCIATION
MVP Gold Series
Donruss Baseball
Card Sets

BOOK EXCHAl\TGE
SPRING 1993

(32 Cards)

SSB 628 /381-2282

January 18-22, 1993
9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
UC 103 (Old Bookstore)
$ELL YOUR BOOKS, ...
MAKE'.-!11 MONEY!
BUY BO_~ K$, $AVE MONEY!

CHOOSE THE APARTMENT
COMMUNITY THAT OFFERS SO
MUCH MORE...

Limited Edition
Cards from
Canada
Great Christamas
Gift for Collectors! l
Set includes MVP's:
*Roberto Alomar
*Frank Thomas
"Jose Canseco
"Nolan ~an
Call 381-2 81, ask
for W20 l , Charles

on the Arts.
Rehearsal will begin in mid-January.
The production director is looking for a company of actors to work
as an ensemble group. Each of the
interludes ends with a song and
dance, but auditioners will not have
to prepare a singing audition.
"We must audition early in order
to send a lot of required publicity
material to the El Paso festival," Dr.
Linda Donahue, director and theater managing director, said. "Due
to time constraints, we need to cast
the play and take photographs in
early December, although we won't
begin the rehearsals until January."
Donahue will be working with
translator Listerman in Ohio. Also,
Dr. Carl Seale, music department
professor, will compose 17th century period music for the production, the UTPA music department
will provide five musicians, while
Doria Avila will choreograph the
dances of the period. Costumes
will be designed and built by Rick
Walsh of Southwest Costumes (San
Antonio) and set and lighting design is by Tom Grabowski. A portion of the play will be presented to
the public at the Hidalgo County
Historical Museum prior Lo the run
at the University Theatre.
"Interludes," translated from the
Spanish word "entremeses," was
originally a collection of comic playlets performed between the acts of
the plays of the Golden Age of
Spanish Literature.
Donahue will present a series of
these playlets as an entire "trunk
play," in which the actors remain on
stage and simply pull a costume
piece or prop piece out in order to
create the character of the playlet.
The emphasis is on comedy, satire,
burlesque and farce.
Copies of the script are available
at the University Theatre. For more
information call 381-3581.

ARMY ROTC SPOTLIGHT CADET
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PROFESSIONAL MANAGEMENT

EL BOSQUE
1609 /1/Eff.ftllu'!IIOR

EOIJl8u'R~ 1l)(,1.f 78539

210-383-8382

NAME:

Cadet Captain Roman J. Cantu

ACADEMIC STATUS:

Senior

MAJOR:

History

HIGH SCHOOL:

Mission High School Class of 1989

ACCOMPLISHMENTS:

Airborne School, Ft. Benning, Georgia; Air
Assault School, Camp Gruber, Oklahoma;
Advance Camp, Ft. Lewis, Washington;
ROTC Ranger Challenge Team 89-91;
Platoon Leader U.S. Army Reserves

FUTURE PLANS:

A career in law enforcement and serve my country
part time in the Reserves as a commissioned officer

a

"To me, ROTC is more than just aclass---it' s chance to go out and do things
I normally wouldn't be able to do. Who in this country would actually pay you
to go skydiving or learn how to fly helicopters? Only the Anny will teach you
these things for free and then pay you to do it. There is no greater confidence
builder than knowing that you can parachute from an aircraft then march 20
miles. I'm not saying ROTC is for everyone, but if you want to push yourself
to the limit, I strongly suggest you give this program a try."
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The Pan American/Adrian Rodriguez

Rosber Peria of Bifinguar
Education Student Organization concentrates on
reaching his destination
with a balloon between his
legs.
-~- The Pan AmericanA.aura K. Kertesz .

Ernesto Salinas of Juventud Hispana makes a big splash after bobing for a carrot during an obstacle course.

The
Bravest
and
Wickest
Dared
Members of Euclidean Society of Engineers won the
dance performance and had 5 seconds removed from
their original time.
Alex Galindo, president of International Student Association, and Erica Mendez of ISA show team work
during the kissing lifesaver game_.
• First place - Tau Kappa Epsilon
• Second place - Euclidean Society of Engineers
• Third place - Juventud Hispana
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The Pan AmericanA.aura K. Kertesz

Duke, an English mastiff
and mascot of Juventud
The Pan American/Beverly Ortiz
Hispana, observed as his
team competed in wicked,
Members of Tau Kappa Epsilon celebrate their first daring ostacles.
place showing.
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·A CHANCE TO WIN

or discounts on non-textbook merchandise!

. SELL YOUR BOOKS
at University Bookstore
Just a Spring Semester Reminder!
C'mon over to your University Bookstore for all your needs in the
Spring Semester. We have the best selection of used books. Shop at
your University Bookstore and save money.

Regular Hours:

Special Hours for Spring Semester Rush:
Jan.18-21, 1993
Jan. 22
Jan. 23 {Saturday}

7:30 a.m. to 9 p.m.
7:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.
9 a.m. to 12 Noon

.,
,I

Mon.•Thur.
Friday

7:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
7:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Thank you for shopping at your University Bookstore•
.381-2251
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SHS reports nine cases of chlamydia
Nine cases of chlamydia and three
gonorrhea cases were discovered
as a result of 27 pap smears administered at Student Health Services
(SHS) earlier this semester.
One handout recommends that
chlamydia screening be taken because it affects up to 20 percent of
college women.
"Unless women are routinely
screened for chlamydia and gonorrhea," the handout states, "many
have no way of discovering if they
are infected because 80 percent of

CSO-SGA merger plan
delayed until spring
A move to discuss the possible merger between the Council of Student

Organizations and Student GovernmentAssociation will have to wait until
next semester because CSO failed to reach quorum this week.
This is the second consecutive time CSO has not had a quorum, even
though Paxton Warner, CSO president, waited approximately 20 minutes
past meeting time before canceling Monday's meeting.
Now, CSO will have an emergency meeting to elect new officers for
spring at 4 p.m. Dec. 7 at the old bookstore annex in the UC. However,
because of the bylaws in the CSO constitution, only one topic - electing
new officers - can be handled at the emergency meeting. Consequently,
the CSO/SGA merger has been tabled for next semester.
"I was disappointed," Warner said. "I really thought we were going to
have quorum this time."
Warner said he attributed the lack of quorum to a combination of
factors. "It's a busy time of the year with finals, research papers, and with
work," he said, "I think people just lost interest."

Y &S MEDICAL
UNIFORM CENTER
Attention Health Career Students

NEW LOCATION!
210 E. Cano • Edinburg, TX
Serving you with quality
at super discount prices.

Lab coats starting at $18.95

(512) 318-1194
We

honor Visa• MasterCard
Layaways Welcome

People rec,,mmended to have a
screening for ~ TDs are:
• those whc- have never been
tested;
• those who have not used
condoms consistently;
• those who have had a new
partner since you were last tested;
• those whose partner has or has

women and 30-50 percent of men
have no symptoms."
For each positive result, there are
at least two people infected, Mary
Ann Gordon, SHS director, said
"Any time a person comes back
positive for chlamydia or gonorrhea, we encourage them to get
HIV tested also," Gordon said.
For those worried about confidentiality, information will not be
released over the phone.
·
"They have to come back to receive their results," Gordon said.

.

"2 Luscious" male exotic dancers
for priva~e parties. Call 383-4625.

J.A.B. Typing Service: $1.15 per page/
rush jobs available. 318-3039.
, Becollle a store manager! Learn

'

Cruise ships now hiring. Earn

$2,000+/month + world travel (Hawaii, Mexico, the Carribean, etc.)
Holiday, summer and career employment available. No experience
necessary. For employment program call 1-206-634-0468ext. C5863.

everything about retail! If you are
studying towards a business degree Need help with research papers? Esand have time to work 38 to 45 hours says? English Lit? Qualified Tutor a week, Renegade Jean Stores, Inc. B.S.M.A. 630-3492.
needs two honest, hard working
people to start immediately. Come Writing Services: Essays, research
by the store at 1800 S. Main in papers and resumes. Composition,
McAllen between 10 a.m. and 9 p.m.; mechanics, grammar. Call after 6:00
pm. 380-1563 rush jobs.
talk to Carlos.
Typing Service: Research papers, Room For Rent: $200.00 plus split-

reports, etc. Grammar correction.
Proof reading & editing. Over 10
years experience. Notary. Call 5852838.
Wanted Stockers. 15-20 hrs. week.
No experience necessary. Call Kookii
8 am&5 pm.

\W

ting of bills or will negotiate. Access
to house and pool. Quiet person
male or female. 1901 N. 12th, McAllen.
682-7033 ask for Lee. or 618-1250
after 8 pm.

!PRJ'E/J{;DL'Y CL'E!M{J:,:R,S

Sinc~ours

r';\
\~

COngratulations
Class of 1992!

The University of Texas - Pan American
CAPS
GOWNS

.-------------.
Sweet 'Temptations
Homemade:
• Soups
• Breads
·
• Sandwiches .tt
• Quiche
• Ice Creams
• Hand-dipped
Chocolates

had other partners.
SHS began offering an additional
option to pap smears in September
by having chlamydia and gonorrhea screening for an extra $8. A
pap smear is $12, Gordon said.
The cost for males to have a
chlamydia and gonorrhea screening is $20, Gordon said.

Hallmark Cards
Gift Items
Post Office

University of Texas - Pan American
BOOKSTORE
We also have UTPA memorabilia.

University Bookstore
Main Store: 7:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
Monday - Thursday
7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Friday

381-2251
Tht lloomln9 hlktl loullqut
Flowers • Baskets
Balloons & Gifts
Wedding and
Quinceanera
Accessories
We Deliver

Owner/Operator

1412 W. Universi1Y • Edinburg

117A S. 13th St.
Edinburg

381-8556

383-2491
8:30 a.m. • 6:30 p.m. (Mon-Fri)
8:30 a.m. • 12:30 p.m. (Sat)

381-5661

Open: Mon.• FrL 11·9 • sat. 11·5

BAR·B-Q-KING

ALMA'S
His -n- Hers
Styling Salon

Mary OCivares

1619 South Closner • Edinburg

5500 N. McColl • McAlen, Tx. • 5l2~·0307

HOODS
CLASS RINGS
ANNOUNCEMENTS
AVAILABLE AT YOUR

422 1/2 E. University
Edinburg

383-9035

START YOUR FIRST DAY
WITH YEARS OF
EXPERIENCE BEHIND YOU.

We also accept PHS cards.

Bring your BSN to the Army
and we'll assign a preceptor to
help put you at ease.
Your preceptor will be an
experienced Army Nurse who
will smooth your transition from
school to practice. With advice,
counsel on Army nursing procedure, or just by being a friend.
With your preceptor's help,
you'll meet your new challenges and rapidly move into a
leadership role of your own.
If you're a BSN candidate...or you are an RN with a
BSN...you'll find the rewards and responsibility you're looking
for in Army Nursing. Contact your local Army Nurse Corps
Recruiter.

"Prescription Service with a Smile"
511 South Closner (4 bllcs. S. of the Courthouse)

ARMY NURSE CORPS.

CATERING

Custom Smoking
Dally Lunch & Dinner Specials
Dine-In or Carry Out
SMOKED BRISKET• SAUSAGE

380-0629
11 OW. Freddy Gonzalez • Edinburg

cantu ✓ ~ PHARMACY
10% Discount on all prescriptions with Uf-PA LD.

BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

Edinburg • 383-1239

IND GAME

~R )~~
----

- - --

--

OOSBALL • POOL TABLES• AIR HOCK
IDEOS •PINBALL• 12T.V. MONITORS• SATELLITE DIS

··-

Floor
18+

UPCOMING

EVENTS

SI •

FUNK FRIDAY

LADIES
NIGHT OUT

It took Galileo 16 years to master the universe.

You have one night.
It seems unfair. The genius had all that time. While you have a few
short hours to learn your sun spots from your satellites before the
dreaded astronomy exam.
On the other hand, Vivarin gives you the definite advantage. It helps
keep you awake and mentally alert for hours. Safely and conveniently. So
even when the subject matter's dull, your mind will stay razor sharp.
If Galileo had used Vivarin, maybe he could have mastered the solar
~tern faster, too.

Revive with VIVARIN:

torfastpicf<..up-safea.scoffee

•

1LC
Da;-EFX
HeavyD.
Hammer
Boys II Men
Kris-Kross
Bobby Brown SOUL
SlrMlxAlot
CVPress HIil
SOUL 2 Live Crew
Hl~~lve
House of Pain
Mary J. BIige
Mad Cobra
EPMD
Luke

SOUL
SOUL

- §1 69 BENgii~ls~~ERS NO COVER
CHARGE
TILL 10: 15
HEAP SEX
•

VIVARIN'

G
Jo~ecl

sE:c~~~,~~~H
Till 10PM

69¢ QUICKIES TILL 10:30
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Broncs
face
Hawkeyes
The men's basketball team, barely
acquainted with one another, faces
a big test right off the bat when it
travels to Iowa City to take part in
the 12th annual Amana Hawkeye
Classic basketball tournament Friday
and Saturday at Carver-Hawkeye
Arena.
Mississippi State, from the
Southeastern Conference, faces Long
Island University at 6 p.m. Friday.
UTPA tangles with host Iowa at 8
p.m. Friday.
The following day the winners
play each other for the tournament's
championship at 8 p.m., while the
losers duke it out for the consolation
prize at 6 p.m.
Iowa has won 10 of the 11
tournament titles and is 21-1 overall
in the tournament. Last year, Iowa
defeated Army 74-39 in the first
round and Louisiana Tech 84-65 for
the championship.
The Hawkeyes advanced to the
second round of last year's NCAA
Tournament, losing to eventual
nation champion Duke 75-62. Iowa
beat Texas 98-92 in the first round.
Iowa, rated No. 11 by the
Associated Press and No. 13 by
CNN/USA Today entering the
season, is predicted by many to
finish second in the Big 10, behind
national runner-up Michigan.
The Hawkeyes return four starters
from last year's 19-11 squad. One of
the biggest hurdles the Broncs face
Friday is center Ade Earl. Earl has

See Hawkeyes p. 1o

The Pan American/Beverly Ortiz

Lady Broncs
drop opener

Men's basketball player Errol Jones (right) defends against Aaron
Brickerson during a passing drill in a Monday afternoon workout.
The Broncs open the season tomorrow against Iowa in the Amana
Hawkeye Classic in Iowa City.

David Hunter
Sta.ff

The first game of the seasobfor
the Lady Bronc basketball tea:m
ended in a cliff hanger Wednesday
night as UTPA lost to UT-San Antonio 54-51. Two unanswered field
goals and a pair of free throws gave
the Lady Roadrunners the win in
the last seconds of the game.
UTPA falls to 0-1 on the season,
while the Lady Roadrunners are 1-

It's a new beginning
for everybody. We
have a new coach and
new players. We're all
getting along well in
practice. I think we're
really coming together.

. 0.

Annette Usher

~
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Garza is
last re
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brand newt
Tbepevy_of_______ ·• --:··-····-··········
·- - Aaron Brickerson, Chns Clay, Euthe Texas Tech basketball tournagene Larry, Errol Jones, Nelson
ment UTPA battles Tech in the
Oliveira, Matt Reichenecker, P~t
Sanders, Kyle Vories and Sergio tournament's first round Saturday.

Garza.

There's always
going to be challenges in coaching.
We're not going to
limit ourselves. We
know we are going
to win, but it's just
a question of when.
Mark Adams

Despite the loss, Lady Bronc coach
Joe Sanchez saw a lot of good
things in the team's performance.
"Everybody got their money's
·worth," Sanchez said. "It came
down to the wire. I'm proud of
them. They did a lot of things well.
~ look at them as a rookie ball team,
·Jley haven't played together but
'.>ur kids have heart. Those kids
hey played hard as they could right
iown to the wire."
In the first half the both teams
were closely matched. The Lady
Broncs controlled the game early
striking out to an 8-2 lead. UTSA
came back midway and took the
lead.
Toward the end of the half Pan
Am gained the lead back with strong
play by Belinda Bonhomme and
Demetria Johnson. Bonhomme had
eight points and six rebounds in the
first half to lead all players. She
ended with the game with a gamehigh 17 rebounds
The half ended with Robin Sloan
driving and giving the Lady Broncs
the lead at half time 25-24.
Bonhomme, one of the team's
two seniors, felt that the team would
be more prepared for the next game.
"The team this year is a lot faster
and we play more like a team,•
Bonhomme said. "This game we
were scared. It was our first- game.
San Antonio had already played a
few games. They were ahead of us
but we are going to come back and
come back stroog.•
In the second half, the UTPA
came out on the offense with Sloan
as one of the key members. The
Lady Broncs broke out early with
seven point lead in the first three
minutes of play. UTSit. pushed
back and tied the score halfway
through the show.
. UTPA had a few problems that
hurt them through the second half.
"We missed some free throws

See Lady Broncs p. 1o

!lllltlllilllilllllll
Men netters sweep SWT, UTSA
UTPA hosted a triangular meet
Nov. 20 and 21 against Southwest
Texas State and the UT-San Antonio
Roadrunners.
Both men's and women's teams
won 7-2 against SWT.
"This is a first for UTPA tennis, a
sweep of Southwest Texas by both
the Broncs and Lady Broncs," coach
David Cross.
The two losses for both teams
came in the singles matches as all
the Broncs' doubles teams won.
Assistant Coach Anthony Hampton

was satisfied with the Lady Broncs
performance and believes that the
team has the mental toughness they
are going to need for next semester.
Obtaining wins for the Lady
Broncs were Ellen Nelissen and
Gigi Estacio, Kim Butler and Robin
Murphy, Laura Gonzalez and Rachel
Rodriguez.
The Broncs also beat UTSA 7-3,
however the Lady Broncs fell to the
Lady Roadrunners, 8-1.Single wins
for the Broncs included one from
top seed Michel Fabrv.

Lady Broncs from p. 9 - - - and two easy shots underneath that
we should have converted that
would have put us into the lead,"
Sanchez said. "We broke their
press twice and missed two easy lay
ups that killed us."
The Lady Roadrunners took the
lead soon after.
Robin Sloan put in two free throws
that gave the team the lead and
Dawn Beachler added two points
to that to make the score 51-48 with
1:34 left to play. Sloan ended with
a team-high 14 points.
Tiffiny Williams put in two consecutive shots followed by two free
throws from Edinburg's Michelle
Martin making the score 54-51 for
the Lady Roadrunners. Williams lead
all players with 20 points in the
game
The Pan American/Laura K. Kertesz

Lady Bronc Demetria Johnson (30) snags a rebound
from UT-San Antonio's Tiffany Williams Tuesday night
in both team's season opener at the Field House.

Celebrate Romance
with Fresh ·Flowers

Golfers finish last
The men's golf team was at the
back of the pack with a 16th place
finish last weekend at the Rice University/ Columbia Lakes Tournament. Two Sun Belt Conference
members had best teams showings
.Head Coach Tony Guerrero was
not happy with the results.
"The first day we had thirty-one,
thirty-two degree temperature and
there was ice all over the course •
Guerrero said.
'
Southwestern Louisianna took the
fJISt place prize with a team score of
887. Lamar was four points off in
second place.

We Deliver
' Wc accept all major
credit cards.

Mon.-Thurs. • 6 a.m. to 1 a.m. • Fri. • 6 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Sat. • 1 to 6 p.m. • Sun. • 4 p.m. to 2 a.m.

1406 W. University Drive• Edinburg (Next to Rodeway Inn)
(210) 318-3344 • FAX (210) 318-3345

UNIFORM
WORLD
" ~ 1(/0lfU ~
~ 1'~'4, ~
~~~

~~-"
20% OFF Back to School
Shoes, Stethoscopes,
Lab Coats and Uniforms

Edinburg, Texas
(512) 383-8611

1800 S. Main, Ste. 460
Main Place Shopping Center
(Next to Solo Serve)

McAllen

630-0804

MINGA'S II

2301 Ed Carey Dr., Ste. 4
Harlingen

221 E. University• Edinburg

383-8371 .

(512) 428-9009

~~/M,

1JteH.&1Q~
MINGA'S I

''Peace on
earth & good
sandwiches
for all"

MINGA'SID

Elsa

Donna

262-9021

464-8870

Trying to go it alone?

The key to a good
holiday party is food.
So give your friends the gift of
sandwiches with a Subway Party Platter.
(Advance Notice Appreciated.)

Christ Jesus, who had the
toughest /"ob in history, didn't try
to go it a one. He looked to his
Fatner constantly. In fact, he
said, 'The Son can do nothing of
himself, but what he seeth the
Father do."
Like Jesus, you can rely
God's love and power.

on

The Christian Science Reading
Room is a place where you can
learn about God.
You're invited to explore this
community resource.
Open Mon.-Fri. • 11 a.m.-3p.m
911 N. MainSt.•McAllen, Texas

686-4241

102 S. 2nd • Edinburg • 380-2625

rGet$5.00~0ffAny
2Subi>arty-Platteii 7
or 2 Party Subs
1
I
I
I panlclpldng
00.. good•

L

1
I
I
No1goodm combwdM widuny I
othtt olftt. Olftt aplres 1/311/93 .J

102 s. 2nd • Edinburg • 380-2625
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Date
Dec. 4-5
Dec. 5

Dec. 6
Dec. 18-19
Dec. 18
Jan.2
Jan.4
Jan. 11
Jan. 16
Jan.21
Jan.23
Jan.27
Jan.30
Feb.4
Feb.6
Feb.8
Feb. 11
Feb. 13
Feb. 15
Feb. 18
Feb.25
Feb.27
Mar. 1

Time
Place
Opponent
Amana Hawkeye Classic Iowa City, Iowa
6 p.m.
Mississippi State vs. Long Island
8p.m.
UTPA vs. Iowa
Consolation and Championship games
Toledo, Ohio
University of Toledo Tournament
6:30 p.m.
Southeastern Louisiana vs. East Carolina
8:30 p.m.
UTPA vs. Toledo
7:30 p.m.
Edinburg
•Louisiana Tech
7p.m.
Beaumont
•Lamar
7:35 p.m.
New Orleans
•New Orleans
7:35 p.m.
Mobile, Ala.
•South Alabama
7:30 p.m.
Edinburg
•Arkansas-Little Rock
7:30 p.m.
Edinburg
•Jacksonville
Bowling Green, Ky.a p.m.
•Western Kentucky
7:30 p.m.
Edinburg
•Lamar
7:30 p.m.
Edinburg
•Arkansas State
4p.m.
Ruston, La.
•Louisiana Tech
7:05 p.m.
•Southwestern Louisiana Lafayette, La.
7:30 p.m.
•New Orleans
Edinburg
7:30 p.m.
Edinburg
•Western Kentucky
Jacksonville, Fla. 6 p.m.
•Jacksonville
7:30 p.m.
•Southwestern Louisiana Edinburg
•Arkansas State
Jonesboro, Ark. 7:05 p.m.
•Arkansas-Little Rock
Little Rock, Ark. 7:05 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
•South Alabama
Edinburg

•Sun Belt Conferer,ce games.
All home games are played at the Field House.
Students admitted free with valid ID.

.,,...,,.-----,--------------------Hawkeyes from p. - - - - - - - - 9

been named to the preseason first
team all-American by The Sporting
News.
Along with Earl, the Broncs will
have to contend with forwards Wade
Lookingbill (6-5 Sr., 4. 7 ppg, 2.2 rrg)
and Chris Street (6-8 Jr., 10.6 ppg,
8. 2 rpg); plus guards Kevin Smith

(5-11 Jr., 5.4 ppg, 2.0 rpg) and Val
Barnes (6.2 Sr., 11.5 ppg, 3.3 rpg).
UTPA will counter with junior
college transfer Eugene Larry (6-8
Jr.) will draw Earl inside. Chris Clay
(6-5, Jr.) and Aaron Brickerson (6-7,
Jr.); Pat Sanders (6-1, Jr.) and Barry
Pruitt (6-1, Fr.) getthe nod at guards-'-

Research Papers Typed
Resumes
Fax Service
Hardware/Software Classes

Software available includes:
Wordperfect 5.1, Lotus 123, Dbase III+, Quickbase and others you can request.

383-0871

1320 N. Closner

in the last seconds of the game
ending in the three point loss.
Pan Am's Annette Usher ended
withagame-highfiveassists. Usher
also had nine points. Bleacher and
Johnson ended with seven points
each.
Sanchez said that "the missed
shots during the game were the
difference."

Offering Services that include:
Computer Rentals Typewriter
Laser Printouts
Copier
Tutoring w/Rental Typing Service
Dot Matrix Printouts Vax Access ( ~"':}

(wt 11dc ofC.Ourthousc on the square:)

6y "Betty, Inc.

UTPA was unable to get a shot off

1992-93 Men's Basketball Schedule

OFF CAMPUS COMPUTER LAB

U~ ~,. l2tl\ St. • Bdinbµrg

.9L{fen ~Cora{

"A big factor was the rebounds by
Williams at the end of the game,"
Sanchez said. "We were caught in
a point were we had to decide
whether to foul or not to foul but we
should have foulec when she went
up. We should have fouled and
made her earn the points back at
the other end at the free throw line.•

I

CffJtJn1«s ~eautp CffJhtJp
Student Cut $4

Regular Cut $6

Open Monday-Saturday • 8:30 a.m. to 6:30 p.m.
1603 W. University, Suite 5 • Edinburg

380-2239
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Southwestern Louisiana Ragin' Cajuns
Head coach: Marty Fletcher (102-75, 6 years;
139-150 overall, 10 years)
Last year: 21-11 overall. 12-4
in Sun Belt/ 2nd. :\dvanced to
thesecondroundof1992NCAA
Tournament.
Returning starters (3): Carroll
Boudreaux, F/C, 6-8 Sr., (9.1
ppg); Todd Hill, F, 6-9 Sr., (14.1
ppg, 37 .5% 3-pt.); Byron Starks,
G, 6-5 Jr., (11.8 ppg).

New Orleans Privateers
Head Coach: Tim Floyd (81-44, 4
years; 116-69 overall, 6 years)
Last year: 18-14; Sun Belt: 9-7/
TSth.
Returning Starters (2): Ervin
Johnson, C, 6-11 Sr., (15-4 ppg,
11.1 rpg, 2.5 bpg); Melvin Simon, F,
6-8 Jr., (10.3 ppg, 5.7 rpg).

South Alabama Jaguars
Head Coach: Ronnie Arrow (8563, 5 years).
Last year: 14-14; Sun Belt: 9-7/
5th.
Returning Starters (2): Marcus
Cohen, G, 6-5 Sr. (5.9 ppg); Cedric
Yelding, G, 6-1 Sr. (9.3 ppg, 7.1
apg).
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Arkansas State Indians
Head Coach: NelsonCatalina(14995, 8 years).
Last year: 17-11; Sun Belt: 11-5/
3rd.
Returning Starters (3): Brian
Reaves, G, 6-1 Sr., (7 ppg); Fred
Shepherd, F, 6-6 Sr. (12.1 ppg, 8
rpg); Robert Smith-Lee, G/F, 6-6
Sr., (7.7 ppg).

Louisiana Tech Bulldogs
Head Coach: Jerry Loyd (6426, 3 years)
Last year: 23-8; Sun Belt: 133/lst.
Returning Starters: None.

Western Kentucky HIUtoppers
Head Coach: Ralph Willard (3525, 2 years).
Last year: 21-11; Sun Belt: l0-6/
4th.
Returning Starters (3): Mark Bell,
G, 5-8 Sr., (11.8 ppg, 3.8 apg);
Bryan Brown C/F, 6-7 Sr., (7.6
ppg); DarnellMee,G, 6-5 Sr., (11.2
ppg, 2.9 spg).

Arkansas-Little Rock Trojans
Head Coach: Jim Platt (27-33, 2
years)
Last year: 17-13; Sun Belt: 8-8/
7th
Returning Starters (2): Tony
Chime, F, 6-6 Soph. (8.5 ppg, 56.4
PG%); Tony Martin, G/F, 6-5 Sr.,
(18.8 ppg, 75.9 Ff%).

Lamar Cardinals
Head Coach: Mike Newell (2732,2years; 160-92overall8years)
Last year: 12-19; Sun Belt: 7-9/
8th
Returning Starters (2): Atim
Browne, G, 6-1 Jr., (12.3 ppg, 6.4
apg, 81.4 Ff%); Derrick Daniel,
F, 6-6 Sr., (14.2 ppg, 8.2 rpg).

Jacksonvllle Dolphins
Head Coach: Matt Kilcullen (1217, 1 year; 40-65 overall 4 years)
Last year: 12-17; Sun Belt: 6-10/

Survey

EtPATO
MEXICAN FOOD TO GO

9th.
Returning Starters (3): Nate
Burrell, G, 6-1 Jr., (5.5 ppg, 41.2 3pt. %); Alonzo Harris, F, 6-5 Sr.,
(12.9 ppg, 6.8 rpg); Jeremy
Livingston, G, 6-0 Soph., (5.8 ppg,
5.5 apg).

tromp. 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

A representative from HEB chose

!ems with work hours.
"The re is work in the morning

not to comment over the phone .

said, " so I would presume the law be determined by the faculty.
"The success or failure will ulti-

of averages would even it out."

As far as the work-study program

Gomez indicated that the pro- mately rest with the faculty,• Gomez
and afternoons," Emra Shabowich,
is concerned, they foresee no prob- associate director of financial aid, posed plan's success will probably said.

VALLEY-WIDE

DECEMBER SPECIAL

HOLIDAY '92
COLLECTION

"THE PATO PLATE"
TWO (2) BEEF PATOS,
SPANISH RICE, RANCHERO BEANS,
AND A
COKE.

12oz.

H
.. WHITE FLOUR

HPATOS
··'-----------

TRY'EM, YOU'LL
LOVE 'EM!

~~/;eJtr/,,it,

~ Q9'ea&onll

ONLY •2.99!!!

Wea#d, ~ , oocllailtMl4
fo-al~~~tMl4UAm6.

HANDMADE FLOUR
TORTILLAS,HOMEMADE
RECIPES MADE FRESH ON
PREMISES DAILY

C9/k,~,#4fMl4~.

McALLEN iPecan) . • • • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
McALLEN Bua. 83). . .. . . .. . .. . .. . . . . . .. .. . . .. . . .. . . ..
McALLEN N. 10th) .............................. - . . . .
EDINBURG ....... ,,,., .. ,··,·,,·,.,·········,,····,·
BROWNSVILLE ......•........ , , . , ........ , , . , .......
MISSION .......... , .. , .. , , , . , , , . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
WESLACO ...................................... - ...
HARLINGEN ......•... ...................... . ........

-•
• uurina

Do .a•

Pregnancy Testing
Family Planning Services & Education
HIV/AIDS Testing
SID Testing
Problem Pregnancy Counseling

,,•

We Provide Confidential & Low Cost Services

td<2!Vew~w.~9~"

Edinburg - 383-5082 (216 N. 12th)
McAllen - 686-6671 (810 S. 12th)

1

682-3176
687-8269
682-1576
383-0725
541-0241
585-4545
969-1414
428-6224

~ 9%,,. oila/1
1soo<fl.~, '9'cuu1;10 • ~

Mission - 585-4575 (1201 Conway)

l10-fiJ0-5.957

Weslaco - 968-5039 (111 E. 5th)

o4on.-'9'at. 10 a.m. lo 7f.m.

Administration - 686-0585 (1017 Pecan)

•

Pharr - 787-9431 (108 N. Cage)

UNIVERSITY CENTER SNACK BAR

KFC

l After finals
tome in, relax l enio-r
1 oeer from 1 to 1 P.m.

~

s

6000 N. I 0th • McAllen
.·
.
.· ·.

,.._0

HILLBILLY HEAVEN,

.

13eeruette..- v1ace to ~elax Than

l?.A.§%

~RESS

is now available!

ACLUB WITH BALLS! ,·

Meed...

Pl5:f!:y~

NOW OPEN DAILY AT 7:00 A.M. • SUNDAY 9:00 A.M.

FOR FASTER SERVICE CALL!

.,.

A Country Music Lover's Paradise!
•

Come and check out our old western atmosphere and
country hospitality.
• Enter our pool tournament on Tuesdays or learn to
two-step on Wednesdays with our free dance lessons
from 7-9 p .m.
• Weekends ... well, we're not going to tell you about
that ... you need to see it yourself.
• Dinner is on US every Sunday from 7 :30 till 1.0 p .m.
• Party or meeting room available.
Call for reser\lations: 687-1106 or 781-2029

French Fries
Biscuits
Chicken Wings (6)
Chicken Nuggets ( 6)
Chicken (2) with Biscuit
Chicken (3) with Biscuit

0.90
0.35
.2.00
1.85
2.35
3.25

ry our new weekly menu ..•
Satisfaction Guaranteed!
'

381-0501

381-0345
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ROTC cadets take

aim at competition
Broncs place second in state
behind Texas A&M
Nine Reserve Officer's Training Corps cadets will compete in Ranger
Challenge regional competition this weekend at Ft. Lewis, WA.
The UTPA cadets finished second to Texas A&M out of 16 teams that
competed last monL'l at Ft. Hood.
The team includes seniors Samuel and Rene Ybarra of Harlingen,
Alberto Garnica, Jr. of Edinburg; juniors Timothy S. Holmsey of Mission,
Ramiro R. Salazar of McAllen, Aaron Ponce of Edinburg; sophomores
Arturo Aguirre of San Juan, Eric Avalos of McAllen, Jose M. Garza Jr. of
Donna; and freshman Peter Medeiros of McAllen.
They will compete against nine other universities including University
of Oregon, University of Colorado at Colorado Springs, Iowa State
University, Northern Arizona University, University of Arkansas and
TexasA&M.
Competition consists of physical fitness, orienteering, marksmanship,
construction of a one-rope bridge, weapons assembly, grenade assault
course, and a patrolling field training exercise. Also, teams plan and
execute an all-night military operation, followed by a IO-kilometer march
the next mornin~.

Reproductive
Services
1.1 St·same Drive \\'t·sl • llarli11gl'll, TX 7S'550

(l

In association withAdoption Affiliates
Providing choices in Reproductive Health Care
Pregnancy Testing • Problem Pregnancy Counseling
Pregnancy Termination (1st&: 2nd Trimester)
Morning After Treatment
Family Planning/Birth Control Counseling
Speakers for Educational Programs • Adoption Services
FOR INFORMATION CALL:

(512) 428-6242 or (512) 428-6243
Valley: 1-800-464-1017 Mexico: 95-800-010-1287

Licensed by the Texas Department ofHeall~

'

.

ose
00

NOW OPEN

in our new Iocadon
at 1701 W. University
(in the old Western Slzzlln' building)

to Better Serve You!
We now have a bar

and serve cocktails.
381-1011

BUSY CORNER DELI
SANDWICHES
CUSTOMER'S CHOICE
Choo~ from fresh roast ~ef, ham or turkey on white, wheat or rye bread with
Amencan, Cheddar or Swiss cheese, lettuce, tomato and mayonnaise Includes
pickle and mint.
Roast Beef $3.50
Ham $3.25
Turkey $3.25
SUBMARINE
A del!ci~us combination of ro~ beef, ~ey, ham, cotto salami, "special
dressing , tomato, Jeth.Jee, omon, Amencan and Swiss cheese. Includes chips
pepperocini and pickle.
$3.95
'
BARRISTER
Sauteed ham, turkey, cotto salami and roast beef on a kaiser or onion roll with
melted Swiss cheese, Jeth.Ice, tomato, onion, mayonnaise arxl mustard Includes
chips, pepperocini and pickle.
$3.95
·
CHICKEN SANDWICH
Boneless chicken breast sandwich with melted Swiss cheese tomato Jeth.Ice
onion. Includes chips and pickle.
$4.00 1/2 sandwicll w/so~ $3.50
SAIADS

CHEF
Fresh salad topped with roast beef, ham, tur~ with two cheeses. Choice of
French, Ranch, 1000 Island, Italian and Lite Italian, plus crackers.
$3.50

SOUTH TEXAS BOOK & SUPPLY
1516 W. University (behind Pizza Hut) • Edinburg

.

380-0345

TOSSED
Fresh garden salad with crackers.
SOUP OF THE DAY
10 oz. cup
$1.50

$2.00

Look For Our
Weekly Specials

DRINKS

(Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite)

.55

DESSERT COOKIES

.35

aso.1 i,

°"9'......
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TAXES INCLUDED IN OUR PRICES

41

~

0~

""~....

MEETINGS CATERED •DEUTRAYS •PRICES VARY
Dine In, Take Out or We Deliver
OPEN MONDAY-FRIDAY 10:30 a.m.·1:30 p.m.
PHONE: 380-1474
208 E. Cano • Edinburg

For Fast Delivery,
call early.

